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Manual Part 2
Safety Advice



Attention! 

These safety instructions provide important information relevant to your safety. Please read them carefully 
before setting up your FleXtents®. It is your responsibility to comply with local rules and regulations and to 
ensure that the tent is handled correctly according to the enclosed manual.   

FleXtents® are temporary structures 

FleXtents® pop-up gazebos are indented for temporary use only! All our FleXtents®, marquees, and party 
tents are temporary structures intended for parties and other events and are only meant for temporary 
use. In short, they are made for being used a few days at a time only before being disassembled.   

Weather conditions and Safety Packs 

Never set up a FleXtents® pop-up gazebo in bad weather like heavy rain or strong wind. Check the weather 
forecast before you start setting up the gazebo – and for the days the tent will be erected. In case of bad 
weather conditions, it is your responsibility to ensure that the FleXtents® is safely secured or taken down so 
the structure cannot cause damage to persons, buildings, and more.  

Use storm straps and ground pegs – our Safety Packs - to secure the structure – even if the weather 
forecast promises calm weather. Do not use open fire, welding equipment or other sources, which can 
ignite, inside or close to the tent. Never stay inside the pop-up gazebo during extreme weather conditions! 

When you set up your FleXtents® pop-up gazebo you must ensure that the frame is stretched out 
completely. Use the included guy-lines, storm straps, or ground pegs on each leg to properly secure your 
FleXtents® and ensure that the roof cover is properly stretched out at all times to prevent water to 
assemble in case of rain. In case of bad weather conditions, strong wind or heavy rain, you must 
immediately take down your FleXtents®.  

Number of guests inside a FleXtents® pop-up gazebo 

As a rule of thumb, you can have 1 standing guest per 0,75 m2 and 1 seated guest per 1 m2. Remember to 
make room for a buffet and make room between the tables so everybody can get out quickly in case of 
emergency. Be sure that all doors are clear at all time! Please note that you can assemble two or more 
FleXtents® to make room for all the guests you want to invite!       

Insurance 

Make sure to check whether your FleXtents® pop-up gazebo is covered by your home contents insurance or 
similar.  

Attention to snow and rain 

In the event of snow always be sure to remove snow from the roof of the structure regularly to prevent 
snow from building on the roof as heavy snow can cause the FleXtents® to collapse.  

In the event of rain, there is a risk of water assembling on top of the FleXtents®. Heavy puddles of water 
may cause the structure to collapse. It is your responsibility to ensure that water do not assemble on top of 
the tent by keeping the cover taught at all times and remove water if it assembles anyway. Make sure that 
the cover is stretched out properly over the frame all the time.  



Condensation inside your FleXtents® 

You may experience condensation inside your FleXtents®. Temperature changes and moisture in the air can 
cause dew or condensation to appear outside and inside a pop-up gazebo. This is normal and does not 
mean the cover is leaking.  

Do not unpack or repack your FleXtents® in temperatures below zero as it may cause the cover material to 
break or get damaged – especially the windows. If you have to work with the pop-up gazebo in sub-zero 
degrees, you must pack the cover indoor. You also have to make sure that the cover is completely dry 
before folding it together or you may risk that mildew will develop while the cover is in storage.  

Warranty information 

Dancover warranty applies only to the normal use of the product, normal wear and tear excepted, in 
accordance with written use instructions or manual. The warranty does not apply to damage caused by 
accident, abuse, misuse, or modification of the product. Furthermore, the warranty does not apply to 
damage caused by exposing the FleXtents® to bad weather conditions.  

If you need to clean your FleXtents® cover at some point, only use a mild detergent and lukewarm or cold 
water. Do not use strong agents of any kind.   

Please visit dancovershop.com for information on warranty.  

Please always check our website for the latest safety advice and manual. 

FleXtents® is a registered trademark of Dancover PLC 
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